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Final Service Provider Disclosure Regulations:
EBSA has issued final regulations detailing fee disclosure requirements for certain
types of retirement plan service providers.

HHS Bulletin on Essential
Health Benefits: HHS recently explained its
approach to defining
essential health benefits
under PPACA (health
reform).

Departments Issue Technical Release on Health Care
Reform: The release provides a roadmap to future
guidance on automatic enrollment, employer shared
responsibility, and the maximum 90-day waiting period
for employer plan eligibility.

Final Regulations on Summary of Benefits and Coverage: The IRS, HHS, and
EBSA have issued final
regulations requiring disclosure of benefits and coverage information to health
plan participants.

Reminder for Defined
Benefit Plans: Plans using
pre-approved documents
must be restated for
EGTRRA by April 30th.

IRS Guidance on Lifetime
Income Options: IRS guidance gives employers
greater ability to expand
alternative forms for paying
retirement benefits.

Your Benefits Questions
Answered: This month’s
question involves tax consequences of retirement and
subsequent distributions
from 457 plans.

Final Service Provider Disclosure Regulations Issued
The Employee Benefits
Security Administration
(“EBSA”) recently issued final
service provider disclosure
regulations that clarify prior
proposed regulations and
delay the effective date until
July 1, 2012.
Covered service providers
(“CSPs,” defined below) that
fail to satisfy the requirements will be subject to the
prohibited transaction rules of
ERISA and penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code.
The final regulations require
CSPs to disclose information
to plan fiduciaries. The goal
is to enable fiduciaries to
better monitor providers. Under the final rule, fiduciaries
should be better able to as-

sess reasonableness of compensation, identify potential
conflicts of interest, and satisfy reporting and disclosure
requirements.
CSPs include:
•

•

•

•

Outside ERISA fiduciaries to a plan or to a “plan
asset” vehicle in which a
plan invests;
Investment advisers registered under federal or
state law;
Record keepers or brokers who make designated investment alternatives (“DIAs”) available
to a covered plan (e.g. a
platform provider);
Providers of one or more
of the following services

to a covered plan, but
only if the provider also
receives indirect compensation in connection with
the services: accounting,
legal, banking, consulting, securities brokerages, etc. Very generally, indirect compensation includes revenue
sharing and similar payments received from plan
assets, rather than
amounts paid by a plan
sponsor.
To be subject to the rule, a
CSP must expect to receive
at least $1,000 in compensation for services to a covered
plan.
--continued on page 2
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Final Service Provider Disclosure Regulations -continued from page 1
The final regulation issued by the EBSA
reflects several modifications to the interim
rule. Some major modifications include:
Covered Plans
The interim rule applied virtually to all employee pension plans, except non-ERISA
governmental or church plans, as well as
most IRAs, SIMPLE IRAs, and SEPs. The
final rule provides additional exclusions for
certain annuity contracts and custodial accounts under Code section 403(b).
Initial Disclosure
Under the interim rules, when disclosure
was required to disclose the service provider’s receipt of indirect compensation, the
disclosure was required to identify the services for which the indirect compensation
was received, as well as the payer of the
indirect compensation. The EBSA added a
requirement to the final rule that the disclosure include a description of the arrangement between the payer and the CSP, an
affiliate, or a subcontractor, as applicable,
pursuant to which the indirect compensation
is paid.
Investment Related Disclosure
Where an investment contract, product, or
entity is a DIA, those providing fiduciary
services must express total annual operating expenses as a percentage and calculate
them in accordance with the recent participant level disclosure regulations. Moreover,
the final rule requires disclosure of any
other information relating to DIAs that is
within the control of, or reasonably available
to, the CSP, if it is investment related information that must be provided automatically
under the participant level disclosure regulations.
Under the final rule, CSPs are permitted to
satisfy requirements for investment related
disclosures relating to DIAs by providing
current disclosure materials of the issuer of
the DIA, or information replicated from
those materials. In order to use the issuer’s
disclosure materials, the issuer must be (i) a
registered investment company; (ii) an insurance company qualified to do business
in the State; (iii) an issuer of a publicly
traded security; or (iv) a financial institution
supervised by a State or Federal agency.

Guide to Initial Disclosures
A guide to disclosures is not currently required; however, the EBSA indicates in the
preamble to the final rule that it intends to
issue a rule in the future requiring such a
guide. Consequently, the EBSA has included a sample guide as an appendix to
the final rule that CSPs may use as a model
summary to assist fiduciaries in identifying
all required disclosures.
Responsible Plan Fiduciary Exemption
The final rule alters the language governing
what the responsible plan fiduciary (“RPF”)
must do when a covered service provider
fails to provide the required information and
fails to comply with the written request. Under the final rule, if a CSP fails to comply
with the written request within 90 days, the
RPF must determine whether to terminate
or continue the contract or arrangement
“consistent with its duty of prudence.”
If the information relates to future services
and is not disclosed promptly after the 90
day period, the final rule requires the RPF
to terminate the service arrangement “as
expeditiously as possible, consistent with
the duty of prudence.”
Effective Date
The final regulation is effective for both existing and new contracts or arrangements
between covered plans and CSPs on July
1, 2012. The July 1 deadline also impacts
the required disclosures under last year’s
participant level disclosure regulations. According to the participant level disclosure
regulations, the first disclosures would follow the effective date of the fee disclosure
regulations. Thus, for calendar year plans,
the initial annual disclosure of plan level and
investment level information must be furnished no later than August 30, 2012 (60
days after the July 1, 2012 effective date).
The first quarterly statement must be furnished no later than November 14, 2012 (45
days after the end of the third quarter during
which initial disclosures were first required).
*
*
*
*
*
Plan sponsors and service providers should
ensure that all compliance efforts are put in
place well in advance of the July 1 deadline.

“The final
regulation is
effective for both
existing and new
contracts or
arrangements
between covered
plans and CSPs on
July 1, 2012.”
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Departments Issue Technical Release on Health Care Reform
Agencies within the U.S. Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Treasury are currently working together to develop
and issue regulations regarding provisions
under the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (“PPACA”). Each agency has issued
a substantially identical technical release providing employers and plan sponsors with
background and insight on the approaches the
Departments will take in future regulations and
other guidance.
Many provisions of PPACA are designed with
the intent of expanding access to affordable
health care coverage. Applicable provisions
include (i) automatic enrollment of full-time
employees in an employer’s health plan;
(ii) shared responsibility of employers regarding health coverage; and (iii) the 90-day limitation on waiting periods.
Automatic Enrollment
PPACA section 1511 added section 18A of
the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) directing employers with more than 200 full-time
employees, and to which the FLSA applies, to
automatically enroll new full-time employees in
one of the employer’s health benefits plans
(subject to any waiting period authorized by
law). Additionally, section 18A requires employers to provide employees with adequate
notice and the opportunity to opt out of any
coverage in which the employee was automatically enrolled.
Because of the need to coordinate automatic
enrollment guidance with the guidance for
other provisions of PPACA, including the employer shared responsibility provision and the
90-day limitation on waiting periods, the automatic enrollment guidance will not be ready to
take effect by 2014. Consequently, the view of
the Department of Labor is that employers are
not required to comply with section 18A until
final regulations are issued and applicable.

Employer Shared Responsibility
Employer shared responsibility provisions in
PPACA are found in section 4980H of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”). Section 4980H
provides that “applicable large employers” (50
or more full-time equivalent employees) will be
subject to an assessable payment if any fulltime employee is certified to receive an applicable premium tax credit or subsidy. For purposes of Code section 4980H, a full-time employee is defined as an employee who is employed on average at least 30 hours per week.
Assessable payments under Code section
4980H may generally occur when the employer (i) does not provide full-time employees
and their dependents the opportunity to enroll
in minimum essential coverage under an eligible employer sponsored plan; or (ii) does provide the opportunity to enroll in minimum essential coverage, but coverage is either unaffordable, relative to an employee’s household
income, or does not provide minimum value.
One potential approach the IRS is considering
with regard to interpreting and applying employer shared responsibility provisions will use
a “look-back/stability period safe harbor.” This
approach provides a method that employers
may use to determine whether current employees (those who are not newly hired) are
full-time employees for purposes of employer
shared responsibility provisions. The Departments anticipate future guidance will permit
look-back and stability periods not exceeding
12 months.
Additionally, for purposes of determining
whether an assessable payment is due, the
IRS may provide employers with a safe harbor
allowing employers to use Form W-2 wages
instead of household income to determine
whether coverage offered is affordable.
--continued on page 4

Reminder: Adopt New Defined Benefit Plans by April 30, 2012
Employers and plan sponsors with a preapproved defined benefit plan must generally
adopt a restated plan, approved for EGTRRA,
by April 30, 2012*, to be eligible for retroactive
remedial amendment and reliance. In addition,
employers who have signed IRS Form 8905,
Certification of Intent to Adopt Pre-approved
Plans, prior to the end of their plan’s 5-year
EGTRRA remedial amendment cycle, are also
subject to the April 30th deadline. Failure to
adopt an EGTRRA approved plan by April
30th may result in the loss of qualified status.

Employers who adopt pre-approved plans
may generally rely on the plan’s opinion or
advisory letter for assurance that the plan’s
form meets most qualification requirements. If
an employer seeks an individual determination
letter for a pre-approved defined benefit plan,
it generally must file the application by April
30, 2012, which is the end of the 6-year EGTRRA remedial amendment cycle for preapproved defined benefit plans.

“For purposes of
Code section
4980H, a full-time
employee is
defined as an
employee who is
employed on
average at least
30 hours per
week.”
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HHS Bulletin on Essential Health Benefits
The Department of Health and
Human Services (“HHS”) recently
released guidance describing its
intended approach with respect
to future regulations to define
essential health benefits. This
guidance provides employers
and sponsors with timely information to assist in making decisions
regarding health plans and the
benefits that will be offered beginning in 2014.
The stated intent of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act (“PPACA”) is to ensure
Americans have access to quality, affordable health insurance.
To accomplish this goal, PPACA
requires health plans to offer a
comprehensive package of services, known as essential health
benefits. An essential health
benefits package must include
items and services in at least ten
categories of care, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Ambulatory patient services,
Emergency services,
Hospitalization,
Maternity and newborn care,
Mental health and substance
use disorder service, such as
behavioral health treatment,

•
•
•
•

•

Prescription drugs,
Rehabilitative and habilitative
services and devices,
Laboratory services,
Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease
management, and
Pediatric services, including
oral and vision care.

HHS intends to propose that essential health benefits are defined
using a benchmark approach
which would provide states with
flexibility to select a benchmark
plan that reflects the services offered by typical employers. The
intended approach will allow
states to choose the largest HMO
plan offered in the state’s commercial market, or one of the largest
(i) small group plans in the state;
(ii) state employee health plans; or
(iii) federal employee health plan
options. If a state elects not to
select a benchmark, HHS intends
to propose that the default benchmark will be the small group plan
with the largest enrollment in the
state.
Benefits and services included in
the benchmark plan selected by
the state would be considered the
essential health benefits package.

Plans would be permitted to modify coverage within a benefit category, as long as the value of coverage is not reduced.
To satisfy the essential health
benefits requirement, HHS intends to require health plans to
offer benefits substantially equal
to the benchmark plan selected
by the state and modified as necessary to reflect the minimum
coverage categories. Health plans
would also be permitted to adjust
benefits, including both the specific services covered and any
quantitative limits, provided
(i) they continue to offer coverage
for all ten statutorily required categories; and (ii) coverage has the
same value.
Because the requirement to provide coverage of benefits and
services in the ten categories
goes into effect January 1, 2014,
additional guidance in the form of
proposed regulations will likely
follow within the next year. Consequently, plans in the individual
and small group market should
make themselves aware of the
requirements that may be applicable to their plans.

90-Day Limitation on Waiting
Periods
In plan years beginning on or after
January 1, 2014, a group health
plan or group health insurance
issuer generally will be prohibited
from applying any waiting period
that exceeds 90 days. The technical release confirms that future
guidance will not require an employer to offer coverage to any
class of employees, including
part-time employees. Additional
future guidance is also expected
to address circumstances in which
employees are eligible for cover-

benefits
requirement,
HHS intends to
require health
plans to offer
benefits
substantially

benchmark

-continued from page 3

and will not be subject to penalty
during that period.

essential health

equal to the

Departments Issue Technical Release on Health Care Reform
Guidance is also expected to
address the intersection of the
rules under section 4980H and
the 90-day waiting period limitation discussed below. Specifically, future guidance is anticipated to provide that, for at least
the first three months following
an employee’s hire date, an employer will not be subject to payment under section 4980H for
failure to offer coverage to an
employee during that three
month period. Furthermore, under certain circumstances, employers may have six months to
determine whether a newly hired
employee is considered full-time
for purposes of section 4980H

“To satisfy the

age once they complete a specified cumulative number of hours
of service within a specified period, such as 12 months.
Eligibility conditions under the
upcoming guidance will likely not
be treated as designed to avoid
compliance with the 90 day waiting period as long as the required
cumulative hours of service do
not exceed a number of hours to
be specified in that guidance.
For assistance preparing for
these and other changes relating
to health care reform, employers
and plan sponsors may contact
our office.

plan . . . .”
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Final Regulations: Summary of Benefits and Coverage
It has been two years since the passage of
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (“PPACA”) and many of its provisions
are becoming a reality for many employers
as those provisions go into effect. Final
regulations were issued last month by the
IRS, Employee Benefits Security Administration (“EBSA”), and the Department of
Health and Human Services (“HHS”) with
regard to requirements to provide a summary of benefits and coverage (“SBC”).
The final regulations apply for disclosures
to participants and beneficiaries who enroll
or re-enroll in group health coverage
through an open enrollment period beginning on the first day of the first open enrollment period that begins on or after September 23, 2012. Employers and plan
sponsors should familiarize themselves
with the requirements applicable to summaries of benefits and coverage in preparation to disclose this information to participants.
The regulations establish standards for
SBCs and ensure that the information will
be presented in clear language and in a
uniform format so plan participants are
able to understand their health care coverage and options. An SBC generally must
be provided (i) by a group health insurance issuer to a group health plan; (ii) by a
group health insurance issuer and a group
health plan to participants and beneficiaries; and (iii) by a health insurance issuer to
individuals and dependents in the individual market.
Under the final regulations, there are
twelve content elements, including:
•

Uniform definitions of standard insurance terms and medical terms so that
consumers may compare health coverage and understand the terms of, or
exceptions to) their coverage;

•

A description of the coverage including cost sharing, for each category of
benefits identified by the Departments;

•

The exceptions, reductions, and limitations on coverage;

•

The cost-sharing provisions of the
coverage, including deductible, coinsurance, and copayment obligations;

•

The renewability and continuation of

coverage provisions;
•

A coverage facts label that includes
examples to illustrate common benefits scenarios (including pregnancy
and serious or chronic medical conditions) and related cost sharing based
on recognized clinical practice guidelines;

•

A statement about whether the plan
provides minimum essential coverage
as defined under Code section
5000A(f), and whether the plan’s or
coverage’s share of the total allowed
costs of benefits provided under the
plan or coverage meets applicable
requirements;

•

A statement that the SBC is only a
summary and that the plan document,
policy, or certificate of insurance
should be consulted to determine the
governing contractual provisions of the
coverage;

•

•

•

•

A contact number to call with questions and a web address where a copy
of the actual individual coverage policy
or group certificate of coverage can be
reviewed and obtained;
Inclusion of a web address, or other
contact information for obtaining a list
of the network providers;
Inclusion of a web address, or similar
contact information where an individual may find more information about
the prescription drug coverage under
the plan or coverage; and
Inclusion of a web address where an
individual may review the uniform
glossary, a contact phone number to
obtain a paper copy of the uniform
glossary, and a disclosure that paper
copies of the uniform glossary are
available.

In addition to the content requirements,
the final regulations specify general appearance requirements. The SBC must be
in a uniform format that cannot exceed
four double-spaced pages in length, and
must not include print smaller than
12-point.
-- continued on page 7

“The regulations
establish standards
for SBCs and
ensure that the
information will be
presented in clear
language and in a
uniform format so
plan participants
are able to
understand their
health coverage
and options. ”
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Your Benefits Questions Answered
We welcome employee benefits related questions
from our readers for possible inclusion in an upcoming issue of our newsletter. You may submit your
employee benefits related questions at any time to:
questions@cicottelaw.com.
Due to the volume of questions that may be submitted we cannot guarantee that all questions will be
answered. We will select questions that are most
applicable to a broad spectrum of employers and
businesses.
Reader Question:
I will be retiring in January 2013 and I am
worried about the tax consequences of my
retirement. I work for a nonprofit organization with an eligible 457 plan, and my understanding is that the full amount of money in
my 457 plan will become taxable in the year
in which I retire. Is there any way to minimize the tax bite?
Answer:
Please note that the rules discussed here
apply specifically to eligible 457 plans (“457
(b) plans”) of tax exempt entities . Different
rules will apply to ineligible 457 plans (“475
(f) plans”) and to governmental 457(b)plans.
Amounts deferred under a section 457(b)
plan of a tax exempt entity are generally
includible in a plan participant’s gross income for the tax year in which the funds are
made available to the participant, even if the
plan has not yet made a distribution. Treasury Regulations provide that a participant’s
funds in a 457 plan “are considered made
available (and, thus, are includible in the
gross income of the participant . . . at the
earliest date, on or after severance from
employment, on which the plan allows distributions to commence, but in no event later
than . . . [the required beginning date].”
Funds from a 457(b) plan sponsored by a
nonprofit entity may not be rolled into an
IRA. They may, however, be rolled into the
457(b) plan of another nonprofit entity, if
both plans allow such a rollover.
Nonprofit 457(b) plans may allow participants to elect to defer distribution to a date
after severance from employment, as long
as the election is made before the time
funds are made available. Plans may also
permit participants to elect a method of payment, such as installments, which would

prevent immediate taxation of the entire
account balance.
The initial election period under a 457(b)
plan must expire prior to the first time the
amounts would be considered made available under the plan. If a participant fails to
make an initial election to defer commencement of distributions, then the amounts deferred are considered made available and
taxable (i) in accordance with the general
rule; or (ii) according to a default payment
schedule if applicable under the terms of
the plan.
When a participant elects to defer distribution the deferral must be for a fixed or determinable time and made according to the
terms of the plan. Distributions from a
457(b) plan deferred under an “initial election” are not considered “made available,”
and thus not includible in a participant’s
gross income for that tax year.
For example, if permitted under the plan, a
participant may elect to defer distribution
until 60 days after severance from employment and receive the amount in his/her account in ten annual installments. The
amount attributable to the 457 plan that is
includible in the participant’s gross income
each year will be the amount of the annual
installment for the tax year the installment is
made available to the participant.
Accordingly, depending on the terms of the
457 plan, you may have the ability to structure distributions so that your taxable income in retirement is similar to, or less than
prior to your retirement. However, you
should also remember that 457(b) plans of
a tax exempt entity are not required to be
held in trust. Consequently, distributions are
paid out of the general assets of the plan
sponsor, and all money in the plan is subject to a substantial risk of forfeiture, even
after severance from employment.
Thus, it is critical to carefully consider the
financial stability of the plan sponsor when
deferring distributions and making form of
payment elections. If the sponsor, for whatever reason, does not have sufficient assets
to satisfy its distribution obligations, you
generally would have no greater claim than
a general creditor.

“When a
participant elects
to defer
distribution the
deferral must be
for a fixed or
determinable time
and made
according to the
terms of the
plan.”

The Cicotte Law Firm
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IRS Releases Guidance on Lifetime Income Options
In an effort to encourage retirement plans to
provide lifetime income options to participants, the Treasury Department and the IRS
recently released guidance in the form of
revenue rulings and proposed regulations.
Plan sponsors should ensure that any of
their plans providing lifetime income options
comply with the applicable guidance, and
should prepare to amend plans accordingly
subject to future guidance.
The revenue rulings and proposed regulations provide plans and employers with
greater ability to offer employees a wider
range of choices as to receipt of retirement
benefits. First, the guidance makes it easier
to offer combination options that avoid an all
or nothing choice. For example, the option to
take a portion of an individual’s plan benefit
as a stream of regular monthly income payable for life, while perhaps taking the remainder in a single lump sum cash payment.
Employer plans and IRAs are also enabled
to provide an additional option in the form of
longevity annuities that permit employees to
use a limited portion of their account balance

to provide lifelong retirement income beginning at age 80 or 85. As a result, those who
live beyond average life expectancy are protected from running out of savings.

The Cicotte Law Firm is located in Kennewick, WA, and represents employers
in several states in all aspects of bene-

Additionally, the guidance makes clear that an
employee receiving a lump-sum cash payout
from his/her employer’s 401(k) plan can rollover some or all of those amounts to the employer’s defined benefit pension plan. Such
an arrangement would provide employees
access to the defined benefit plan’s relatively
low cost annuity purchase rates.

fits law, handling diverse employment,

Finally, the guidance helps resolve uncertainty as to how the 401(k) plan spousal protection rules apply when employees choose
deferred annuities, including longevity annuities, from their plans.

ARRA, and PPACA issues, advising on

The Treasury and Labor Departments both
expect to issue further guidance this year on
lifetime income options, likely following the
comment period and public hearing on the
proposed regulations.

labor, tax and corporate matters.
The Firm's practice covers all areas
relating to employee benefits, including
designing “defined contribution-style”
health plans (HRAs, HSAs, & FSAs),
assistance with COBRA, HIPAA,
fiduciary responsibilities, maintaining
legal compliance with nondiscrimination requirements, analyzing
unusual benefit claims, representing
employers in employment and labor
matters where pension or welfare benefits are involved, advising on the federal
tax implications of complex benefitsrelated issues, and examining the ERISA status of compensatory arrangements.

Final Summary of Benefits and Coverage Regulations
The effective date of September 23, 2012 is
generally effective for disclosures (i) for participants and beneficiaries who enroll or reenroll in group health coverage through an
open enrollment period; (ii) to participants
and beneficiaries who enroll in group health
plan coverage other than through an open
enrollment period, including individuals who
are newly eligible for coverage and special
enrollees; and (iii) to plans, and to individuals and dependents in the individual market.

About the Cicotte Law Firm

-continued from page 5

participants and beneficiaries who enroll or
re-enroll in group health coverage through an
open enrollment period; (ii) to participants and
beneficiaries who enroll in group health plan
coverage other than through an open enrollment period; and (iii) to plans, and to individuals and dependents in the individual market.

Other related practice areas available
at the Firm include corporate formation,
corporate compliance, negotiations,
mergers and acquisitions, and SEC
compliance. The Firm also assists plan
sponsors with employment law matters
such as non-compete and severance
agreements.

Sample forms and templates are available to
plan sponsors and employers on the Department of Labor website for use in preparing
for the applicable effective date.

The September 23, 2012 effective date is
generally applicable for disclosures (i) for
Disclaimer: Our firm issues this newsletter to provide legal updates in the areas of corporate and employee benefits law
as a courtesy. This newsletter is for general information only and does not constitute legal advice. Additionally, this newsletter does not create an attorney-client relationship, nor does it create responsibility for The Cicotte Law Firm in regards
to your corporate and employee benefit issues. Should you have any questions relating to matters discussed in this document, you should contact an attorney.
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